2002 ford taurus door ajar switch

Brian answered 2 years ago. Jim answered 2 years ago. I have owners manual 02 ford taurus
about that dome lite prob. Its not listed at all. Just found the solution to this problem which I
had myself. The dashboard dimmer wheel scrolls up then clicks into a fully up position. In this
position, the dome light stays on even when the car is off and all doors are shut. If you scroll
the dimmer wheel down past that clicked position, the dome light will turn off normaly. I did the
scroll thing to where it's supposed to be off but it will click and blink real fast trying toturn off
but stays on I don't undetstand. None of my windows work anyways and I know it has sonething
to do with the window buttons and locks what should I do.. A while back, my door ajar light and
seat belt light came on usually during a heavy rain Taurus SES U engine. I did use the WD40
trick and it worked for a while months , but eventually would Got a 02, just bought it. They said
it was a new Battery. Battery was dead. Jump started it took cables off it died. Jumped it again,
took off battery terminal it died. Need help plz. I have a different car. Content submitted by
Users is not endorsed by CarGurus, does not express the opinions of CarGurus, and should not
be considered reviewed, screened, or approved by CarGurus. Please refer to CarGurus Terms of
Use. Content will be removed if CarGurus becomes aware that it violates our policies. Report
Follow. Mark helpful. Your Answer:. Upload Photo Photo optional. Related Questions. Start a
new Ford Taurus question. Sell Your Car Yourself With a simple, secure transaction. Get
Started. Search Ford Taurus Questions. CarGurus Experts. Know more, shop wisely Search.
Related Models For Sale. Used Cars for Sale. If you have a door ajar light on issue, the problem
can be the door ajar switch, the body control module, or a broken wire in the door hinge area.
When the door is closed and the door ajar switch is operating properly, the switch is closed and
the BCM power is connected to ground. The BCM sees the voltage drop and turns off the door
ajar light. First, try lubricating the door ajar switch. Shoot a light lubricating oil into the latch
and open and close the door several times to work the lube into the pin switch. It you see. To
double check, jumper the BCM power and ground together. The door ajar light should turn off. If
so, replace the door ajar switch. They include wiring diagrams and technical service bulletins. In
most cases, their diagrams are right from the factory manuals. Pricing: Eautorepair. So you
have to refer to the factory legends to learn the identification symbols and then refer back to
circuit diagrams to find the splice and ground locations. However, Alldatadiy. If you need to dig
into your doors, dash or console, Alldatadiy. Door latch and door ajar switch at bottom. Door
ajar switch. Find this article useful? Share it! Categories Ford, Lincoln, Mercury. Tags door ajar
light on. Ford 5. Backed by an award winning dealership and having sold parts online for over
10 years, we've proven time and again our focus is on putting our customers first. Sunrise Ford
Parts offers genuine Ford and Lincoln parts and accessories at great prices delivered straight to
your door. Using OEM parts when maintaining your vehicle will ensure your repair goes smooth
and your vehicle will function the way it was intended from the factory. If you have any
questions, please send us a message and let us know how we can help. Thank you for shopping
with us! Quantity provided is for 1 only unless otherwise specified. Most In stock orders ship
within 24 hours. Weekend orders will be processed the next business day. If a part is not in
stock and must be ordered from the manufacturer, it usually takes days to arrive to us and will
be promptly shipped to you. Most of the orders are shipped complete within business days. A
few of the parts ordered from the manufacturer may take up to business days to arrive and will
shipped to you immediately. Depending upon location, ground shipments usually take days.
Your order may be shipped Overnight for an additional cost. Oversized shipments will be
additional; you will be contacted prior to shipping for approval. We cannot guarantee transit
times for ground and oversize orders. Shipping Carrier substitutions may be made at our
determination in an attempt to reduce shipping cost to the customer. We do not ship
internationally. In the unlikely event that a part has been placed on backorder or discontinued,
we will do our best to try and find one for you as quickly as possible. We do not ship COD
orders. Contact us to arrange for any returns. A copy of the invoice will need to be included with
the return. Parts must be resaleable and in the original packaging. We cannot take back used
parts. We cannot take back installed or tried parts. Electrical parts are not returnable. We do
reserve the right to refuse and return any parts we find have been installed, are used or do not
meet the above criteria. Return request need to be within 30 days of receipt. Cancellation Policy
An order or a portion of an order may be cancelled up until the time it is shipped and no longer
in our possession. Part can be found as 9 in the diagram above. See Thank you for shopping
with us. Please find our policies below. If you have any other questions, please don't hesitate to
contact us. Solution by RevolutionParts, Inc. OK, I just got this car 2 weeks ago and it seems to
run fine and rides great, looks new. After a few days I got in started the car and saw the check
engine light and door ajar light on. I tried opening and shutting all the doors and trunk but still
had the light. I drove it home, 20 miles, and still had the lights. I used my scanner and it has no
codes so I thought I'll look at it tomorrow. I got in to go to work and the lights were not on and

noticed that the door ajar light doesn't seem to work when my doors are open so I'm at a loss.
They have since came back on and been on for 2 days straight, both lights. Any ideas cause I
think something screwy with a module or electrical. Do you. Check all the door switches for
proper operations and possible shorting. Try manually pushing each door switch individually to
see if there are any changes. If the light flickers with door switch operations, you could have a
fault with the Body Control Module. Was this answer. I should add that the dome light isn't on
when the light is on and thought it was strange that the check engine light and door ajar light
come on and go off together, that doesn't sound right. What does the door ajar light have to do
with check engine? When the light was out the other day I even left the drivers door open and
drove some and no light, walked around the car and opened every door and no light BUT it
chimes when I open the door? Sounds like this is going to be tough to figure out. Thanks for the
suggestion. GEt a scan done to check if any trouble codes are present. Well now I see that when
I turn on my headlights, the check engine and door ajar lights go out and I can dimm the
headlights and they come back on so maybe it's in the instrument cluster? Thanks,
banjomaniac Was this answer. It could be or the GEM. It could also be due to a poor ground
circuit connection. OK, I got up with a ford expert who does wiring and all that and he told me
that there is a connector on the cluster that those 2 lamps share so his best guess is pull the
cluster and check the connecter at both ends of the harness and the cluster itself could be
cracked and just flexing it might caus it to come and go so I think that is where I'll start. Wiring
problems are always hard to pinpoint and when you have a starting point, cross your fingers
and hope that is the right spot to get started with. Good luck. I don't see how only 2 of the
warning lights can be lit if there was a ground or wire problem. I have the check engine and
door ajar light on all the time. Found out last night that with the car off and key out, I turn on the
headlight switch and the check engine and door ajar lights both come on. I pulled the headlight
switch but couldn't find a problem there, also found out that when I turn on headlight switch the
temp guage goes up, even if the car is cold? It goes up to the first line or just past it, so it is
getting power when I turn on the headlight switch? Banjomaniac Was this answer. You
definitely have a bad grounding circuit or a fault with the GEM. When using the headlights, there
is insufficent ground for the circuit and it is using the door ajar and other indicator lights to
ground the crcuit. I pulled the cluster and the copper leads that run under the 16 wire connecter
were slid over together and the illumination, check engine and door ajar were all touching. I
pulled them up and straightened them and all is good. Have a nice day. I have the same problem
Taurus. I pulled the connector blocks from the fuse panel under the dash, and could not see any
obvious isses no bare wires, no way for connectors to touch. Symptoms: Check engine light on.
Goes out if headlights are turned on. This is intermittant and clears for while when a door is
opened and closed. Is it possible ther is a bad ground. And if so where would I look look? I have
cleaned the negative battery post as well. Please login or register to post a reply. Now If
Sponsored links. Ask a Car Question. It's Free! Occassionally on my Ford Taurus the door ajar
light stays on after I start the car, then the doors won't automatically lock when I drive and the
horn chirps twice when I try to lock the doors with the keyless remote. I have noticed it happens
more often when its raining or damp. Do you. The switches that control the lights for open
doors are made right into the door latches and they have a history of sticking and causing
problems like that. Here is a technique that often works well and eliminates the problem at no
cost. Get a can of spray lube like WD40 or something like it and has a straw on the nozzle. Spray
it generously up into the latch mechanism. Now open and close the door numerous times to
work it in. Repeat this process several times. Since you don't really know which door is causing
the problem, you should do all of them. It's usually caused by the most frequently used door but
it's not guaranteed to be that one. Was this answer. What causes door ajar warning to stay on
while operating vehicle? There is a switch in the door latch assembly. If it is stuck or damaged,
it may think the door is still open even though it is shut. The door ajar light came on today while
driving. All doors were closed. I opened each door one at a time, the light went out when I
closed the drivers side door. In about 5 minutes it came on again. After I parked the car, I waited
to see what would happen and the interior lighsts came on after about 5 minutes. Just like when
you open the door. The lights would not go out, so I disconected the battery. Is the problem in
the door switch or a relay? Try this first do not use wd 40 it is a good product but not in this
case. Go to parts store and gets some PB blaster it is in a yellow looking can. I'am going to take
a chance here and asume that you live on a dirt road. The lockes are tied into a door lock
moduel they get gummed up and cant function. Try that first before any thing else. I have
disconected the wired plug that goes to the door switch on the drivers side door. The problem
seems to be with this switch. I also seems to be very hard to get the switch out. I will check on a
new one today. Hope that fixes for you. They can be a bear to change cause of all the clips and
rods that have to be disconnected. And reconnected. I belive your on the right track though.

NOS Was this answer. My door ajar light will not go off, even though all my doors are shut tight.
I know the door causing the issue is on the front driver side. I've slammed it pretty firmly, and
sometimes the light will go off but now it's staying on consistently. I don't want to slam it too as
to avoid more severe damage to the door. It's affecting the auto lock function once my car starts
moving. Normally all the doors lock once I begin driving, but now that won't work. Also, when I
activate the keyless lock once I've got out the car, the horn sounds twice instead of once like
it's supposed to. Hello and thanks for the donation! These symptoms are caused by a faulty
door ajar switch. Try spraying some WD40 or equivalent into the door latch. This should loosen
up the switch some to see if it helps as a temporary fix. If not then you will have to replace the
switch assembly. Battery slowly drains tested battery they said it was good put new starter in
awhile back sometimes my door ajar light comes on or Anti Theft light and recently ABS light
came on sometimes if I shut car off and restart it and kinda move the ignition switch back
towards me just a bit they will go off. I had remote start hooked up but we unhooked that awhile
back thinking maybe that was why it was draining didnt seem to make a difference, still
unhooked. Bad battery terminals remove terminals clean and inspect check ground wire by the
starter too Was this answer. What causes the door openlight to stay on even when the doors
and trunk are shut. I had to pull the interior light relay so they would go off. Is there some switch
that could be bad. Ford products are "notorious" for this problem. The door switches are
attached to the latches inside the doors. Get a can of spray lubricant of a type and "liberally"
spray down the latches on the ends of the doors. Work the doors a few times and this should
take care of it. I don't recommend using WD or any kind of a "rust breaker", they're acidic, and
make the problem worse. Hope this helps. Also, as long as you're at it, spray the hinges down
too. Computer problem Ford Taurus 6 cyl Front Wheel Drive Automatic miles the dome light and
door ajar stay on after closing and locking the door, while driving, when the engine is off. Any
thoughts? Same thing happened to my I used w-d 40 in the door. I opened the doors one at a
time and sprayed the w-d 40 into the door at the door latch. It seems there are contactes in side
the door that corrode. That was two years ago and no problems since. I now spray from time to
time as p. Preventive maintance it works! Ezmoney's advice worked the first time. Thanks a ton!
Could you explane please what a door latch is? Where is the opening located on the door?
Where should I spray? Thanks in advance. The door ajar indicator and dome light stay on even
when door is closed and switch is on "door" setting. This JUST started happening today. What
can I do to fix this? My car also has the automatic door locking mechanism that locks the doors
when the car starts moving and this feature doen't work now either. Start off by liberally lubing
the door latches with WD or similiar and opening and closing the doors times, spraying every 10
cycles. Spraying the door latches with wd40 solved the problem. Thank you! Please login or
register to post a reply. Door Ajar Light Stays On? Now If Sponsored links. Ask a Car Question.
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